New Books April 2022

Atomic habits: an easy and proven way to build good habits and break bad ones: tiny changes, remarkable results

Indistractable: how to control your attention and choose your life

The letters of Jane Elizabeth Waterston, 1866-1905

Notes of a native son

The political economy of the black ghetto

Fascism and democracy

Social democracy in the 21st Century

The battle over working-class voters: how social democracy has responded to the populist radical right in the Nordic countries
Empire of pain: the secret history of the Sackler dynasty

Near abroad: Putin, the West, and the contest over Ukraine and the Caucasus

The curse of bigness: antitrust in the new Gilded Age

Kleptopia: how dirty money is conquering the world

The bookseller's tale

The journal of Gustaf de Vylder: naturalist in south-western Africa 1873-1875

Basic mathematics for engineers and technologists

Mathematical methods for science students
The planets

Measurement and detection of radiation

Kinetics and mechanism: a study of homogeneous chemical reactions

Instrumental methods of analysis

Stationary states

Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy

Elements of statistical thermodynamics

Radiation detection and measurement

Quantum mechanics in chemistry

Concise chemical thermodynamics

Valency and molecular structure
Findlay's practical physical chemistry

Physical chemistry

The periodic table: experiment and theory

Quantitative inorganic analysis

Advanced inorganic chemistry: a comprehensive text

Stereochemistry of carbon compounds

Organic chemistry

Spectroscopic methods in organic chemistry

We are our brains: from the womb to Alzheimer's

Why has nobody told me this before?

Ionizing radiation effects in MOS devices and circuits
Radiation effects on and dose enhancement of electronic materials

The effects of radiation on electronic systems

Camel tracks: a history of exploration, warfare and policing in the modern imperial age

Harlem renaissance

Franz Hitzler: colour is my life

Black water: the Flamingo anthology of fantastic literature

North Sea crossings: the literary heritage of Anglo-Dutch relations, 1066-1688

Books and libraries: poems

Slow man
Animal farm

A girl is a half-formed thing

Beautiful world, where are you

How to be both

Nora Webster

Briefe von Goethes Mutter

Invisible cities

Dead souls
The museum of abandoned secrets

Grey bees

Conservative revolutionary : the lives of Lewis Namier

The Virago book of women travellers

Travels and adventures in eastern Africa

Travels at the Cape of Good Hope 1772-1775

Educated

A history of the world in 21 women : a personal selection

Napoleon & Marie Louise : the second Empress
Between two fires : truth, ambition, and compromise in Putin's Russia

Putin's people : how the KGB took back Russia and then took on the West

Armies of Russia's war in Ukraine

Language of conflict : discourses of the Ukrainian crisis

The war in Ukraine's Donbas : origins, contexts, and the future

The gates of Europe : a history of Ukraine

Borderland : a journey through the history of Ukraine

Johannesburg pioneer journals : 1888-1909
'This gilded African' Toussaint L'Ouverture

The Cape diaries of Lady Anne Barnard, 1799-1800

The Galton review.

Danube

Ukrainian diaries : dispatches from Kiev

James Currey Collection:

Industrialization in Kenya : in search of a strategy

Whites and democracy in South Africa